
Overview:

Oxidation as a technical process is a confusing term because it is the process of binding an
oxygen-like atom into the fatty acid. The image to the right is eliostearic-acid which is rich in
unsaturated bonds available to host selenium molecules.

If these bonds are occupied with oxygen the lipid is considered oxidized with oxygen or
rancid. The term “rancid” only refers to as a lipid oxidized with oxygen. 

Our bodies sense rancid lipids to enable avoidance. Foods with rancid lipids taste “off”. Our
palates recognize that the lipid is no longer suitable as a bulk food, meaning that the lipid is
no longer suitable as a healthy building material for healthy cells. 

Revici discovered that oxidized lipids are used by sick cells. He used this effect to selectively



deliver nutrients to sick cells including sulfur, selenium, and other therapeutic agents. Lipid
selenium uses this method which is why it is branded as “Smart Selenium”, and why it has
near-immediate remediation effects on metabolic and toxic issues.

When the bonds are reacted with elements similar to oxygen the lipid is considered oxidized
but the oxidation is with a chalcogen:

oxidized – reacted with oxygen
sulfated – reacted with sulfur
selenated – reacted with selenium

Eliostearic Acid



What is a chalcogen?

A fatty acid can be “oxidized” with any chalcogen, in this case Oxygen, Sulfur, Selenium or
even Tellurium. Chalcogens are the elements in the 8 column under O in the periodic table.

Elements in any column participate similarly in chemical reactions. Reactions that affect
column 8 are called oxidation reactions because oxygen is the leading and most common
element in the column.





What is oxidation?

The term “oxidation” is technically confusing because it generally describes binding of any
group 8 agent (chalcogen) with a fatty acid. A fatty acid can be oxidized with oxygen, sulfur,
selenium or tellurium. Binding of the chalcogen into the fatty acid oxidizes the lipid. Once
bounds, the oxidizer is permanently and irreversibly bonded to the fatty acid.

Once the oil oxidizes the oxidizing agent, oxygen, sulfur or selenium is permanently bonded
into the fatty acid. The oxidized molecule is locked into the fatty acid until the fatty acid is
broke apart in a metabolic reaction by a pathogenic or distressed cell.



What is rancid?

A rancid oil is oxidized with oxygen. The term “rancid” applies when an unsaturated food-oil
like olive oil binds literal oxygen.

When an unsaturated lipid binds to oxygen, it becomes rancid. The oxygen in the oil changes
the odor, taste and viscosity of the food oil to unpleasant.

Most people will reject the flavor or odor of an oxidized lipid because it doesn’t taste or smell
good. This sense is the body’s natural way of rejecting or avoiding the detrimental health
effects of consuming rancid lipids. Many food oils exposed to oxygen over extended periods
will become rancid by combining with oxygen.



Why are rancid oils generally not good for health?

Dr Emmanuel Revici discovery that “oxidized” oils preferentially target and enter pathogenic
cells. This phenomenon explains why consuming rancid oils as food products is bad for your
health. Rancid oils preferentially feed sick cells. This explains the dietary guidance to avoid
high-temperature cooking with unsaturated fats. Unsaturated fats can oxidize. Saturated fats
do not have oxidation sites so they are better for cooking. 

Remember however that “rancid” oils are oxidized with oxygen – not sulfur or selenium.

Consuming foods rich in oxidized oils preferentially provide feedstock for pathogenic tissue.
This is why consumption of rancid oils or foods is bad.



What is oxidized with selenium?

The manufacturing process for Selenium oil uses heat to open the bonds in the presence of a
high concentration of selenium (and no oxygen) so that selenium intentionally reacts and
binds into to the double bonds in the oil. 

Selenium oil is fully “oxidized” with selenium. This process is called selenation occurs at very
high temperatures to assure that literally all binding-sites in the fatty acid are fully bonded
with selenium over many hours of high temperature cooking.

Oxidation with selenium changes the “taste” and odor of the oil to smell sulfur-like, be more
viscous, and taste less pleasant. Users may perceive the oil as “rancid” because the
oxidation with selenium is very similar to oxidation with oxygen. The process of oxidating the
oil changes the taste and smell to be slightly unpleasant.



Can selenated oil become rancid?

No.

Binding of the selenium into the oil uses the oil into a carrier molecule for the selenium. Once
the bonding sites are occupied with selenium – they are fully reacted and cannot react with
oxygen. This makes it impossible for a selenated oil to become rancid.



How does cellular targeting work?

The oxidized character of the selenated oil carries the selenium to the pathogenic, stress or
disease affected cells. The body cannot generally differentiate lipids oxidized with oxygen
from those oxidized with sulfur or selenium. Oxidized lipids are only absorbed by
pathogenic/distressed cells and red blood cells.

Once the oxidized lipid reaches and enters the pathogenic cell the lipid is metabolized.
Breakdown of the oxidized lipid releases the selenium from the oil into the cell. 

Once released it works like a form of super-oxygen to breakdown or neutralize a wide range
of toxins and to facilitate optimum performance of the cells immune system and to optimize
the role of glutathione.



This detoxification explains why selenium generally neutralizes the toxic aspects of:

Addictive Drugs
Infectious Agents
Urushiol sources (Poison ivy/oak/sumac)
Heavy Metals
Hypoxia via Injury and remediates pain from injury



Why isn’t lipid-bound selenium toxic like other selenium?

The oil binds the selenium so that it cannot chemically react in the body until after it is
released inside a disease or toxin affected cell. The selenium is bound to the lipids during
digestion and in the blood. Oxidized lipids do not enter “healthy” cells. This process restricts
delivery of the selenium to disease and toxin affected cells, and red blood cells.

Only after the diseased cell breaks down, or metabolizes the oxidized lipid, is the selenium
released inside the cell. This prevents the selenium from affecting healthy cells thus avoiding
toxicity.

Once a selenated lipid enters a a disease or toxin affected cell the lipid is metabolized by the
cell. Use of the lipid releases the selenium to become active.



What does the selenium do inside the diseased cell?

Since selenium is chemically similar to oxygen, but stronger, this reaction frees the selenium
to acts like a super-oxygen inside the cell to break down cellular disease agents and toxins.

The process is like super oxygen but is remediated by anti-oxidants like Super oxide
dismutase. This enables the disease affected cell to have a stronger healing reaction that it
would with oxygen, but as an anti-oxidant managed process. The super-oxygen character of
the selenium permits the cell to degrade more toxins and more potent toxins that are
normally possible with normal oxygen. This is why selenium is a more potent detoxification
and healing agent than just oxygen.

Since the selenium is chemically similar to oxygen, it’s reactivity is controlled by the normal
anti-oxidant mechanisms in the cell.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Superoxide_dismutase
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Superoxide_dismutase


Why does selenium oil taste weird?

Selenium oil tastes and smells oxidized because it is oxidized with selenium. The chemical
similarity of a rancid oil – oxidized with oxygen, versus an oil oxidized with selenium are
chemically very similar.

Individuals who consume selenium oil will taste and smell that it is oxidized. As a result they
may perceive it is rancid. This is true because most people cannot distinguish the nature of
the oxidation with oxygen, or selenium – except that selenated oil has a garlic-like odor. The
taste of selenated oil will normally be mildly pungent or slightly bitter.

This taste is  only noticeable at therapeutic doses exceeding 5 drops. Note that the normal
Minimum Daily Adult Requirement dosage of selenium is 1 drop every other day. Doses for
therapeutic levels can range from 5-30 drops / day depending on dietary advice.



The physiological difference only occurs after the oxidized oil reaches a disease affected cell
where the selenium helps to detoxify the cell.



Summary

Revici’s discovery was that “oxidized” oils preferentially target and enter pathogenic cells.

The oxidation with selenium transports the selenium nutrient into pathogenic cells – which is
the main reason that the selenium oil has the specific metabolic effects on pathogenic cells.
When the “selenium” is liberated as the pathogenic cell metabolizes the “oxidized” lipid – the
selenium becomes metabolically corrective and is used to break down various toxins which
disrupt the cell metabolism.

Selenium aids restoration of normal cell metabolism after cells have been exposed to:

Addictive Drugs
Infectious Agents



Urushiol sources (Poison ivy/oak/sumac)
Heavy Metals
Hypoxia via Injury

This mechanism of action explains why selenium reverses addictive chemistry, normalizes
metabolism in diseased cells, and breaks down poison-oak toxins which disrupt cell normal
oxidative cell metabolism.

The oxidation process makes the selenium oil work.


